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CIMdata News 

Boeing Executive, Kenneth Swope, to Present at CIMdata’s PLM Road Map 2017 

29 August 2017 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 

that Kenneth Swope of Boeing Commercial Airplanes will make a presentation on “The Digital Thread 

for Aerospace & Defense: What are We Certifying with Regulators Using Model-Based Definition?” at 

PLM Road Map™ 2017 in collaboration with PDT Europe 2017. PLM Road Map 2017 will take place 

on October 17 at The Clarion Hotel Post in Gothenburg, Sweden. PDT Europe will take place at the 

same location on October 18-19. 

 

Aerospace & Defense companies that make product for the commercial aviation industry have all 

certified at least one aircraft configuration with regulators using the latest technologies in model-based 

definition. Interestingly, regulators continue to be anchored in paper-based paradigms of engineering 

design and are cognizant of the need to advance model-based definition in the digital enterprise. The 

Aerospace & Defense PLM Action Group has taken positive steps to examine the digital thread and 

explore the art of the possible for certifying commercial aircraft designs in an industry consistent 

manner. In this presentation, Mr. Swope will share the findings of the Aerospace & Defense PLM 

Action Group in an examination of the elements of the digital thread. He will also share the Group’s 

thoughts on developing and implementing a consistent approach to certification relevant data. 

 

As the Business Capabilities Architecture Lead at Boeing Commercial Airplanes, Mr. Swope is 

responsible for the integrated set of business architecture products related to Boeing’s commercial 

airplane business. These products include business requirements, performance measures, business data, 

and process management. In addition, Mr. Swope leads the organization that is integrating the future 

state architecture and plan for Boeing Commercial Airplanes’ processes and tools. During his 23 years at 

Boeing, Mr. Swope has worked in manufacturing research, operations research, program management, 

and product change management. 

 

PLM Road Map 2017 in collaboration with PDT Europe 2017, is the must-attend event for industry 

executives and PLM practitioners globally—providing independent education and a collaborative 

networking environment where ideas, trends, experiences, and relationships critical to the industry 

germinate and take root. The theme for this year’s event is “Digitalization: The Next Step in PLM's 

Evolution.” 
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For more information visit: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2017-plmrm-

pdt/2017-plmrm-about-plmrm 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia-

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website, www.CIMdata.com; follow us on 

Twitter at http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews ; or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, 

Ann Arbor, MI 48108, USA; Tel: +1 734.668.9922; Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 

CV Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

CIMdata’s President, Peter Bilello, to Present at Configit’s CLM Summit in October 

31 August 2017 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 

that its President, Peter Bilello, will make a presentation at Configit’s CLM Summit entitled 

“Configuration Management — An Extended Enterprise Discipline.” The CLM Summit will take place 

at the Hilton Cocoa Beach Ocean Front on October 23-25.  

Historically, many companies have considered configuration management to be a narrowly focused 

discipline—a discipline that primarily focused on data management during product development and 

release to manufacturing. However, to fully enable the strategic business approach that product lifecycle 

management requires, companies must look at solutions that enable end-to-end configuration 

management capabilities, not only from a product development perspective, but also from a business 

perspective. In this presentation, Mr. Bilello will discuss the challenges and opportunities of 

implementing an end-to-end configuration management solution and why it is critical to a company’s 

success. 

Mr. Bilello has more than 27 years of experience in the development of business-enabling IT solutions 

for research, engineering, and manufacturing organizations worldwide. He has participated in PLM 

analysis, selection, implementation, and training; CAD/CAM/CAE/CIM implementation and 

management; synchronous and lean manufacturing consulting; software engineering; and general data 

management strategy development and support. He has authored numerous papers and research reports 

on PLM and related topics, and his articles, commentaries, and perspectives have appeared in 

publications throughout the Americas, Europe, and Asia.  

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2017-plmrm-pdt/2017-plmrm-about-plmrm
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2017-plmrm-pdt/2017-plmrm-about-plmrm
http://www.cimdata.com/
http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews
file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/29August2017.doc%23Contents
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For more information, please visit: http://www.cimdata.com/en/events/plm-industry-events/event/342-

clm-beyond-the-enterprise 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia-

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website, www.CIMdata.com; follow us on 

Twitter at http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews ; or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, 

Ann Arbor, MI 48108, USA; Tel: +1 734.668.9922; Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 

CV Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Acquisitions 

cPrime Announces Acquisition of Blue Agility 

28 August 2017 

cPrime today announced that it has acquired Blue Agility, a leading Agile and DevOps consulting and 

training firm, based in Bristol, Pennsylvania. Since 2011, Blue Agility has helped organizations 

implement large-scale agile transformations, DevOps automation and application lifecycle management 

(ALM) technology. With "BlueKit", a proprietary library of best practices, templates and workshops, 

companies are able to drive consistency and accelerate rollout of SAFe transformations of all sizes. The 

acquisition will deepen cPrime's Agile consulting and training practice and help software development 

teams better incorporate Software Services Lifecycle Management (SSLM) into their process to create 

accelerated flow of value delivery to customers and greater responsiveness to business needs. 

"Blue Agility is recognized as one of the best companies at delivering SAFe transformations. Bringing 

them into the cPrime family positions us to better provide and support global SAFe transformations. 

Built from actual implementations, their BlueKit has proven to be extremely useful in successfully 

implementing SAFe transformations through industry-specific best practices, and we look forward to 

incorporating it into our delivery of SAFe transformations," said Zubin Irani, CEO of cPrime. 

Launched in 2016, SSLM is a new approach designed to address the fragmented way software and 

services are used to support Agile, DevOps and ALM initiatives. It aligns teams, processes, and tools 

used to build applications through a unified approach to software services that removes the cultural 

barriers that result in siloed operations and disconnected software delivery workflows. SSLM promotes 

an integrated and comprehensive approach that supports the software goals of an organization. As Agile 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/events/plm-industry-events/event/342-clm-beyond-the-enterprise
http://www.cimdata.com/en/events/plm-industry-events/event/342-clm-beyond-the-enterprise
file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/31August2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/31August2017.doc%23Contents
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and DevOps reach further into the enterprise, SSLM establishes the need for tool and process 

convergence, and building a unified, integrated strategy. 

"Teaming up with cPrime accelerates our ability to grow the reach of our Scaled Agile Expertise, 

proprietary BlueKit Implementation methodology and deliver holistic solutions to our existing client 

base," said Ken France, CEO of Blue Agility. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

IDERA Acquires Sencha for Undisclosed Sum  

29 August 2017  

IDERA, Inc. today announced an agreement to acquire Sencha, a leading web application development 

platform.  

More than 10,000 customers and 60 percent of the Fortune 100 companies rely on Sencha to deliver 

applications that drive their businesses. Sencha’s Web Application Lifecycle Management Platform 

empowers the enterprise to design, develop, deploy and manage cross-platform web applications.  

“Sencha’s focus on reducing cost and complexity to develop and deliver web applications is a powerful 

fit with our development tools business,” said Randy Jacops, CEO of IDERA, Inc. “We are very excited 

about this space and expect to continue to improve and invest in our developer tools capability.”  

Prior to the exit, Sencha had raised $29 million in venture capital funding from Icon Ventures, Radar 

Partners, and Sequoia Capital.  

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Siemens to Acquire TASS International, Adding Automated Driving Solutions to Portfolio  

30 August 2017  

Siemens will acquire TASS International, a global provider of simulation software, plus engineering and 

test services aimed primarily at the automotive industry, and focused on autonomous driving, integrated  

safety, advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), and tyre modeling. Based in Helmond, Netherlands, 

TASS International has developed a rich family of solutions that will further strengthen Siemens’ 

product lifecycle management (PLM) software portfolio, and add to its position as the leading supplier 

of systems-driven product development offerings for the global automotive industry.  

“The automotive industry is a core focus for Siemens and our acquisition of TASS International is 

another example of our commitment to offer a complete Digital Enterprise solutions portfolio, enabling 

automotive companies to realize their digital transformation and fully benefit from all opportunities of 

digitalization,” said Dr. Jan Mrosik, CEO of Siemens’ Digital Factory Division. “TASS International is 

a proven leader in both integrated safety and autonomous driving, two fields of engineering that are 

increasingly important for the industry. By combining its strengths with Siemens’ PLM offerings, we are 

able to respond even better to today’s challenges in the automotive industry.”  

With active safety and advanced driver assistance systems features increasingly becoming the norm in 

the automotive industry, the compelling trends of connected and autonomous driving vehicles set new 

requirements for virtual and physical validation and verification of automotive vehicles.  

“The Siemens PLM Software portfolio offers a significant opportunity for TASS International and its 

customers to accelerate the development of safety-critical applications in the field of automated and 

file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/28August2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/28August2017.doc%23Contents
http://www.sencha.com/
http://www.sencha.com/
file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/31August2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/31August2017.doc%23Contents
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connected driving. Our engineering and test services will reach a larger audience through the extensive 

Siemens global footprint,” said Jan van den Oetelaar, CEO of TASS International. “The integration of 

TASS International into the Siemens organization is expected to create a stable long-term environment 

and allow access to a vast knowledge base. This can help to build an integrated toolchain for verification 

and validation of complex automotive functions that should benefit both the automotive industry as well 

as government organizations worldwide.”  

TASS International is focused on automated driving solutions and integrated (active, passive) safety, 

primarily for the automotive industry. With its PreScan software, car manufacturers, suppliers and 

government agencies can simulate complex traffic scenarios and virtually validate automated driving 

solutions and advanced driver assistance systems. With its leading Madymo software for occupant safety 

modeling, TASS International can simulate the impact of a car crash on the human body. TASS 

International’s Delft-Tyre software provides highly accurate tyre models for vehicle dynamics and ride 

and handling simulations.  

TASS International’s simulation software will be combined with Siemens’ Simcenter portfolio of 

advanced simulation offerings, and its electronic design automation (EDA) solutions from the recently 

acquired Mentor Graphics organization. The combination will provide a unique fully integrated solution 

to frontload the verification and validation of ADAS and autonomous driving systems, providing 

Siemens with the world’s most complete systems-driven product development offering for autonomous 

vehicles.  

Siemens will acquire 100 percent of the share capital of TASS International and integrate the business 

into its PLM Software Business Unit, which is part of its Digital Factory Division. TASS International 

has approximately 200 employees and has an annual turnover of €27m. Closing is expected in early  

September 2017. Both parties mutually agreed not to disclose the financial conditions of the acquisition.  

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Upverter Joins Altium 

28 August 2017 

Upverter made the announcement on their blog: 

“We’re joining forces with Altium because we think we can move faster, innovate faster, and grow 

faster together than we could apart. The most important thing is a world filled with thousands, and 

thousands of new IOT devices and products – and that you bring your product to life. We’re partnering 

with Altium because it enables us, to enable you, to make that world a reality – better than we ever could 

on our own…” 

More on the announcement here: https://blog.upverter.com/2017/08/28/upverter-joins-altium/ 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Company News 

ANSYS and the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay Drive Global Research and Innovation 

28 August 2017 

file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/31August2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/31August2017.doc%23Contents
https://blog.upverter.com/2017/08/28/upverter-joins-altium/
file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/29August2017.doc%23Contents
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ANSYS and the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay (IIT Bombay) will fund research projects that 

fuel groundbreaking innovations across industries. With IIT Bombay, a worldwide leader in engineering 

education, ANSYS will accelerate research and development to improve the safety, performance and 

security of autonomous vehicles, next-generation products and smart devices. 

With ANSYS support, IIT Bombay students will be equipped with research tools to revolutionize 

applications across sectors – from advanced driver assistance systems to green energy to digital security. 

By using ANSYS Pervasive Engineering Simulation™ software, university researchers will explore 

power estimation strategies in chip design to identify defective chips in the electronic components of 

vehicles. They will also study the strength and durability of parts created using the additive 

manufacturing process. 

"The students and faculty at IIT Bombay are committed, driven and passionate," said Rafiq 

Somani, South Asia Pacificand Middle East country manager at ANSYS. "ANSYS is thrilled to enable 

the next generation of engineering students with the strong research platform, cutting-edge tools and 

industry exposure necessary to advance the future of simulation." 

"IIT Bombay is committed to 'Make in India,' India's national goal of achieving innovation," 

said Devang Khakhar, director at IIT Bombay. "ANSYS' support provides our students and faculty with 

a stronger ecosystem for engineering research, collaboration and development—empowering them to 

contribute to the national goal." 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Apple & Accenture Partner to Create iOS Business Solutions  

29 August 2017  

Apple® and Accenture are partnering to help businesses transform how their people engage with 

customers through innovative business solutions for iOS. The partnership will take full advantage of the 

power, simplicity and security of iOS, the leading enterprise mobility platform, and Accenture’s 

capabilities as a leader in industry and digital transformation to help companies unlock new revenue 

streams, increase productivity, improve customer experience and reduce costs.  

   

Accenture will create a dedicated iOS practice within Accenture Digital Studios in select locations 

around the world. Experts from Apple will be co-located with this team. Working together, the two 

companies will launch a new set of tools and services that help enterprise clients transform how they 

engage with customers using iPhone® and iPad®. The experts will include visual and experience 

designers, programmers, data architects and scientists, and hardware and software designers.  

   

“Starting 10 years ago with iPhone, and then with iPad, Apple has been transforming how work gets 

done, yet we believe that businesses have only just begun to scratch the surface of what they can do with 

our products,” said Tim Cook, Apple’s CEO. “Both Apple and Accenture are leaders in building 

incredible user experiences and together we can continue to truly modernize how businesses work 

through amazing solutions that take advantage of the incredible capabilities of Apple’s technologies.”  

   

Pierre Nanterme, Accenture’s chairman and CEO, said, “Based on our experience in developing mobile 

apps, we believe that iOS is the superior mobile platform for businesses and are excited to be partnering 

http://www.ansys.com/
http://www.iitb.ac.in/
file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/31August2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/31August2017.doc%23Contents
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/innovation-architecture-accenture-studios
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/innovation-architecture-accenture-studios
https://www.accenture.com/us-en/innovation-architecture-accenture-studios
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with Apple. By combining Accenture’s vast digital capabilities and industry expertise with Apple’s 

market leadership in creating products that delight customers, we are in a perfect position to help our 

clients transform the way they work.”  

   

The new iOS tools and services will take full advantage of the latest Apple technologies and tap into 

Accenture’s leading digital and analytics capabilities.  

   

• New ecosystem services to help clients address the full range of iOS integration requirements to 

connect to back-end systems, leveraging Accenture’s systems integration expertise and the 

unique iOS advantages built by Apple with key partners like SAP and Cisco.  

• Internet-of-Things (IoT) services featuring new tools templates and predesigned code to help 

clients take greater advantage of the data from IoT platforms in their iOS apps, putting more 

power into the hands of workers.  

• Migration services to help clients to quickly and easily transfer their existing legacy applications 

and data to modern iOS apps.  

For more information regarding the Apple and Accenture partnership, please visit 

www.accenture.com/apple or www.apple.com/business/partners.  

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Arena Solutions Receives Strategic Growth Investment from JMI Equity 

22 August 2017 

Arena Solutions today announced that it has received an investment from JMI Equity, a growth equity 

firm focused on investing in leading software companies. 

Founded in 2000, Arena invented cloud-based PLM and today provides an all-in-one product 

development platform that unites PLM, ALM, supply chain collaboration, and QMS for the design and 

manufacture of complex electronics. Its solution creates a collaborative development-to-production 

workflow tied to the product record that connects electrical, mechanical, and software engineers, 

allowing them to work seamlessly with product development, quality, and manufacturing teams. Arena’s 

platform is the system of record for streamlining these processes, delivering value to customers by 

helping improve product quality, reduce costs, and accelerate time to market. With users in over 125 

countries, Arena has approximately 1,000 customers today, including Intuit, Citrix Systems, Nutanix, 

GoPro, Thermo Fisher Scientific, and eBay.   

“We’re pleased to receive this investment from JMI and now have access to their expertise and industry 

network, which we believe will be critical to our continued growth and expansion,” said Craig 

Livingston, Chief Executive Officer of Arena. “This is the right time for our business to take its next 

step as we are in the midst of a sustained customer expansion and evolution of our industry-leading 

product platform. We’re excited to be working with the JMI team as their perspective and passion for 

our business are closely aligned with our own.” 

Arena is a leader in SaaS applications for the product development market, particularly in the 

technology, electronics, and life sciences verticals, where the increasing convergence of hardware and 

http://www.accenture.com/apple
http://www.accenture.com/apple
http://www.accenture.com/apple
http://www.accenture.com/apple
http://www.apple.com/business/partners
http://www.apple.com/business/partners
http://www.apple.com/business/partners
file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/28August2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/28August2017.doc%23Contents
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software components creates complex manufacturing processes. 

“Cloud-based software continues to revolutionize a wide range of industries, and Arena is at the 

forefront of this advancement,” said Brian Hersman, General Partner at JMI. “We’ve been following 

Arena for some time and have been impressed with its ability to innovate and continuously improve its 

ground-breaking software. We’re very excited to begin working with Craig and his team to assist them 

as they continue to deliver exceptional value to customers and their end-markets.” 

JMI’s Mr. Hersman, General Partner, and Suken Vakil, Principal, will serve on Arena’s Board of 

Directors.  

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Autodesk Wins 2017 CIO100 Award for Transforming its Business Model Using Data Virtualization 

29 August 2017 

Denodo is proud to announce that its customer Autodesk has won the 2017 CIO100 Award. This year, 

CIO 100 celebrates 30 years of recognizing IT innovation and business leadership. For this year’s 

award, CIO selected 100 organizations from a pool of hundreds of nominations, and gave special 

recognition to organizations that have set themselves apart by creating significant business value 

through the innovative use of modern technologies. 

“Transforming our business model from perpetual licensing to subscription-based licensing was critical 

for our company’s success, to say the least,” said Mark Eaton, enterprise architect at Autodesk. 

“Creating a logical data warehouse using the Denodo Platform was pivotal in that effort, not only to 

keep our day-to-day business running during the change process but to integrate all new forms of data 

such as streaming, social media, big data, etc., which was not possible with our legacy data 

architecture.” 

Autodesk sought to fuel its business growth by transforming its business model from perpetual licensing 

to subscription-based licensing. However, the company realized that its business intelligence (BI) 

system was not built to support such a massive enterprise wide change. Autodesk's legacy operational 

data warehouse was unable to meet the demands of business stakeholders who required high quality, 

timely data. Autodesk knew that it had to move to an agile BI 2.0 architecture, with a logical data 

warehouse at its core, to run alongside its existing physical data warehouse. A logical data warehouse is 

a modern data architecture through which a logical or virtual semantic layer sits on top, integrating all 

the physical layers underneath. 

The company implemented the logical data warehouse using the Denodo Platform, due to its strong data 

virtualization capabilities. The logical data warehouse ensures the continuity of both old and new BI 

systems, while facilitating a smooth transition from legacy systems to new systems. The project enabled 

Autodesk to successfully transition from its legacy perpetual licensing model to a subscription-based 

licensing model without affecting operations. 

“Data-driven insights is changing the way business is carried out at many companies around the world,” 

said Ravi Shankar, chief marketing officer at Denodo, “and CIO 100’s recognition of Autodesk is 

another proof of the importance of data. The Denodo Platform has been selected by many industry 

giants like Autodesk to create a data fabric to stitch together big data, cloud, streaming data, and legacy 

data sources, so that enterprises can extract critical business insights, in real time, with ample flexibility 

file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/28August2017.doc%23Contents
file:///C:/Users/svos/Documents/Newsletter%202017/DAILY/28August2017.doc%23Contents
http://www.denodo.com/en
https://www.cio.com/cio100/detail/2709
http://www.denodo.com/en/denodo-platform/overview
http://www.denodo.com/en/data-virtualization/overview
http://www.denodo.com/en/data-virtualization/overview
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and governance in place.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

BASF and SAP Bring Multiple Business Partners Together in Global Network for Technical Assets 

29 August 2017 

BASF and SAP SE today announced the start of a project at BASF's Ludwigshafen site to evaluate 

digital collaboration among business partners in the domain of engineering and maintenance. 

SAP® Asset Intelligence Network, a cloud-based collaborative network, will provide BASF with a 

digital data connection to multiple original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and service providers and 

their respective asset data. The project's goal is to establish a fully integrated and centrally managed 

asset information repository, helping ensure data consistency and availability. 

By establishing such a single source of truth for asset information, BASF aims to further improve the 

efficiency of its engineering and maintenance processes throughout the asset lifecycle. 

"BASF constantly works on optimizing its sites, plants and production processes," said Dr. Andreas 

Wernsdörfer, senior vice president, Technical Site Services Ludwigshafen, BASF. "SAP Asset 

Intelligence Network is an approach that has the potential to further improve our engineering and 

maintenance processes by establishing a fully integrated digital information chain between OEMs, 

service providers and BASF over the whole asset lifecycle. A more integrated digital approach with our 

business partners would allow us to easily access the latest and current information when and where 

needed, leading to quicker and better decision making and in consequence higher asset effectiveness." 

"With SAP Asset Intelligence Network, we enable our customers to collaborate in a digital ecosystem to 

manage intelligent devices in the Internet of Things (IoT) and achieve their goals for operational 

excellence," said Dr. Tanja Rueckert, president, IoT and Digital Supply Chain, SAP. "Working with 

industry leaders like BASF, we aim to establish a network of real-time industrial asset information so 

that our customers and their partners can realize the full advantages of the IoT with the SAP 

Leonardo digital innovation system." 

The evaluation project is expected to run for several months. It is part of "BASF 4.0," a global project 

that drives the digital transformation of BASF. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Classic Car Meets Future Technology: VW Caddy Fitted With 3D-Printed Front-End Structure 

29 August 2017 

Altair, APWORKS, csi entwicklungstechnik, EOS GmbH, GERG, and Heraeus have used the front-end 

structure of a classic VW Caddy to demonstrate the full potential of industrial 3D printing within the 

automotive industry. The structure is very light, stable, and, at the same time, features a high degree of 

functional integration. In this joint development project known as 3i-PRINT, the involved companies 

covered every development step of the process, from design, simulation, optimization and 

manufacturing to post production of the part. From conceptual design to final vehicle, the project was 
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completed in only nine months. 

 

Value of additive manufacturing for the automotive industry 

Driving innovation, impacting decisive development processes, over the next few years, industrial 3D 

printing, also known as additive manufacturing (AM), will play an integral role in large-scale 

manufacturing. The technology is already being deployed in a wide range of industries. The constant 

evolution of production and design techniques using AM will make the technology even more cost-

effective and efficient in the future. In other words, the use of industrial 3D printing will continue to 

grow – also in the automotive industry. In order to drive innovation and decisively form development 

processes, it is essential to explore all possibilities in the fields of design and additive manufacturing 

today. 

The true value proposition of additive manufacturing in automotive engineering can be realized only 

with considerations extending far beyond structural mechanics and lightweight construction. This 

functional integration –implementing as many technical features as possible with as few components as 

possible with the resulting added value, is an additional key advantage that makes the use of 3D printing 

lucrative for the automotive industry. With the Caddy concept, the 3i-PRINT project aims to 

demonstrate future technological possibilities. 

 

Organic design for load-bearing structures 

In view of the growing trend towards electrification in the automotive sector, for example of drive train 

and actuators, heat management as well as the reduction of design space and overall weight were crucial 

points when designing the front-end section. Moreover, structural requirements relating to vehicle 

safety, performance, and comfort needed to be addressed. 

Accordingly, parts of the additively manufactured front are load-bearing structures that include details 

for both active and passive cooling – for example with a channeled airflow to cool batteries and brake 

systems. In addition, functions linked to heat management, passive safety, and fluids storage have been 

integrated in the organic, load-driven design of the front-end module. One example for the integration of 

additional functions into the structure is the fountain solution tank, which could be integrated into the 

front end structure when conducting the topology optimization. 

 

Combined expertise along the process chain 

With these goals in mind, the experts at csi entwicklungstechnik began designing, developing, and 

building the front end structure. The company develops high-quality modules for vehicle bodies, 

interiors, and exteriors for both manufacturers and suppliers in the automotive sector. GERG is a leading 

supplier of innovative solutions in the area of prototyping and small-scale series for the automotive and 

aerospace industries. In this project GERG was responsible for connecting the additively manufactures 

components and the creation of the final frame. With their focus on the development and broad 

application of simulation technology to synthesize and optimize designs and processes, Altair's software 

solutions were used to design, optimize, simulate, and develop the structure. 

After the successful simulation and design of the concept, APWORKS took care of the final 

dimensioning of the components for 3D printing. APWORKS contributed its knowledge of print 

preparation and handled the actual additive manufacturing of the structural elements. As a subsidiary of 
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Airbus, the company is very familiar with state-of-the-art manufacturing processes and enables various 

industries to implement best practice concepts from the aerospace sector. When printing the front end, 

APWORKS relied on a system developed by EOS, the leading technology supplier in the field of 

industrial 3D printing of metals and polymers. Metal powder specialist Heraeus supplied and qualified 

the high-strength aluminum alloy Scalmalloy®, developed by APWORKS, to manufacture the 

components. APWORKS provided support for the printing process by developing the ideal printing 

parameter sets for the EOS M 400 system. Thanks to the combined use of AM and this innovative 

material, the project successfully demonstrates the possibilities of functional integration that traditional 

manufacturing methods are unable to offer. 

The 3i-PRINT project, a forum for innovative prototype concepts 

Initiated by csi entwicklungstechnik, the 3i-PRINT project acts as an agile engineering platform for 

research and development enabling innovative prototype concepts. The idea is based on the use of new 

development tools and methods, including industrial 3D printing. The project's goal is to demonstrate 

and fully exploit the potential of state-of-the-art manufacturing methods. The 3i-PRINT project is an 

open platform for collaboration that quickly enables the implementation of new ideas. 

Stefan Herrmann, responsible for light weight design within the body in white team at csi, said: "We are 

proud to present the Caddy with an exemplary new additively manufactured front end structure. The 

new structure and the contrast between old and new impressively demonstrates the potential that 3D 

printing and functional integration offer, particularly for the automotive industry." He continues: "I 

would also like to emphasize the agile, time-efficient route from the initial idea to the fully converted 

vehicle, which was completed within only nine months. Each of the participating companies is a leader 

in its field. The outstanding collaboration and combined expertise has made the 3i-PRINT project a 

resounding success." 

Among other events, the Caddy can be viewed at the Converge 2017 in Essen and the formnext 2017 in 

Frankfurt. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

elium Raises 4M€ from Serena Capital and S.R.I.W. to Digitize Knowledge Sharing among 

Employees in the Consulting Firms and Industries of Tomorrow 

31 August 2017 

elium announces the closing of a Series A funding round for €4 million. This fundraising effort is being 

led by Serena Capital in collaboration with S.R.I.W, a historical investor who has renewed its trust in 

elium (formerly known as Knowledge Plaza). 

elium aims to become a leader in the new “Knowledge Sharing Platforms” market, a new category of 

Enterprise Social Networks that complement teams-centred productivity platforms such as Slack and 

Facebook Workplace. The market size was around 4.5 billion $ in 2016 according to IDC (considered a 

conservative view) and estimated to double within 5 years. Artificial intelligence coming into the 

enterprise will be able to take full advantage of this inherently shareable and critical knowledge. 

From 2012 onwards, elium relied on a 100% Saas offer by subscription. It gradually conquered a few 

large French actors who took advantage of its resolutely cross-platform architecture, allowing advanced 

re-use of existing knowledge as well as very dynamic capture of new knowledge. This strength of the 

https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=ijmamerbOmeAYeVIJcJ9CjWZzQT5xql_SFExPuU6pJEB2XrUHM5uEXWNRzBliX6uNrGg789XV6_eprdR9UoXCqKC_ROLfyDY6wkTzyYG6GBRcth1n__v21-b7PNGLITY
https://www.globenewswire.com/Tracker?data=5MgYUJG23Uwmh1K0zn5W2SKqvDJHLiz6ssLicRvAqqsdyeOyP8wuUVOM6c853GacTBpTcbJ4zfRbehRLeRnMTA==
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application naturally attracts not only companies whose competitiveness rests on sound knowledge 

management, but also organizations facing major processes transformation. With elium, these 

companies see the impact of information flows increase tenfold. 

Today, elium holds a stable market position thanks to international projects such as the ones carried out 

with Capgemini Consulting, Lafarge Holcim, MSL Group, the International Committee of the Red 

Cross, BNP Paribas, Oréal. European companies such as Touring Club Switzerland, Bouygues, 

InExtenso, EDF, Derbigum, SNCF have also been acquired and retained. These customers have enabled 

elium to clearly stand out from the competition by demonstrating that its solution can also grow in 

power on large corporate networks by avoiding the frictions encountered by traditional document 

management systems, paralyzed by governance constraints affecting individual files. 

This round of financing will provide elium with the opportunity to grow from 20 to 40 employees by the 

end of 2018, to increase the platform connectors, to have a UX/AI/data applied research structure, and to 

accelerate the platform deployment in Europe on three strategic vertical markets: service companies, 

transforming industries (electricity, transport, engineering) as well as administrations and NGOs. 

Indeed, they are all facing an acceleration of change covering economy and innovation at both global 

and local levels. elium gives them the capacity to facilitate critical information sharing (from internal 

and external sources) and to increase their overall performance through re-use of good business 

practices. In other words, reduce physical and digital silos for an accelerated change. 

For the past couple of years the Lecko consulting firm has analysed about thirty collaborative tools to 

put together the most complete benchmark in France. It positions elium in pole position on its "social 

knowledge" quadrant which brings critical legitimacy to elium. The platform’s new version is scheduled 

for autumn this year and will offer both simplicity for users and full functional coverage. It should 

comfort its customers along with Lecko that elium is keeping the right balance between the circulating 

information dynamism and stability. 

elium is preparing for GDPR and ISO 27000 certification. It is also getting ready to migrate to the 

excellent ENGIE datacentre based in Belgium. The entire user interface has been completely revised to 

be based on React, opening the door to excellent use in native mode. The API is now based on GraphQL 

which facilitates complete and sustainable integration. All these changes will accelerate innovation, as 

well as with the major market integrators and will bring a complete experience for users now connected 

in real-time. 

elium has found in Serena a strong partner for a lasting relationship. The operational support offered by 

the investment fund is already bearing fruit on commercial and marketing structuring. For Antoine 

Perdaens, CEO of elium: "Serena is a calm and responsive force. They have helped us to place even 

greater emphasis on our core markets, leverage our internal talents and give us key advice to increase 

our revenues." 

For Marc Fournier, Serena Capital partner: "We were seduced not only by their offer success but also by 

the team composition, it was a decisive factor in our investment choice. We are convinced that elium has 

its place among the world's key actors, the relevance of their architecture proving critical and inevitable 

in the face of the current digital transformation. " 

For the S.R.I.W.: "We have developed a true relationship of trust with the team. We are delighted to take 

part in this financing round, which will certainly contribute to the regional economic development, but 

especially to the start-up’s international reach." 

Click here to return to Contents 
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HP and Deloitte Announce Alliance to Accelerate Digital Transformation of US$12 Trillion Global 

Manufacturing Industry 

24 August 2017 

Today, HP Inc. and Deloitte Consulting LLP announced a first-of-its-kind alliance to help accelerate the 

digital transformation of the global manufacturing industry. The two companies will collaborate on the 

implementation of HP’s 3D printing systems in large-scale manufacturing environments, applying their 

leading digital operations experience to help enterprises accelerate product design and production, create 

more flexible manufacturing and supply chains, and enhance efficiency across the manufacturing 

lifecycle. This can help increase innovation, accelerate time-to-market, reduce costs and waste, and help 

large enterprises compete more effectively in today’s dynamic global economy.   

The alliance will combine HP’s award-winning Jet Fusion 3D Printing solutions and tools, industry-

leading partner ecosystem, and heritage of driving digital industrial transformations together with 

Deloitte’s global client reach and deep manufacturing relationships, extensive digital operations 

experience, and proven success in supply chain transformation for some of the world’s largest 

companies.  

“The Fourth Industrial Revolution is upon us. No sector of the global economy is undergoing more 

radical transformation than the US$12 trillion manufacturing market,” said Dion Weisler, President and 

CEO, HP Inc. “Companies investing in digital reinvention are poised to outpace their peers. Building on 

our disruptive 3D printing technology, together with Deloitte, we are focused on helping customers 

transform and win in this new era.” 

“The digitalization of global manufacturing operations and practices will impact companies and 

consumers around the world, and 3D printing will play an important role in fundamentally changing 

manufacturing as we know it,” said Punit Renjen, Global CEO at Deloitte. “This alliance comprises two 

exceptional brands and brings together HP’s leading 3D printing platform with Deloitte’s digital 

manufacturing experience and global client reach.” 

The speed, economics, quality, and reliability of HP’s 3D printing solutions are enhancing business 

operations with a growing list of leading global companies including BMW Group, Jabil, Johnson & 

Johnson, Nike, and many more, as well as a wide array of manufacturing service bureaus in North 

America, Europe, and Asia-Pacific.  

“3D printing empowers design freedom and product personalization while delivering a digital thread to 

transform supply chains and open the door for distributed manufacturing,” said John Dulchinos, vice 

president of digital manufacturing at Jabil. “As part of this powerful ecosystem, Jabil works with leaders 

such as HP and Deloitte to help customers across different industries benefit from HP’s groundbreaking 

Multi Jet Fusion technology to make production-grade parts in volume and ramp additive manufacturing 

innovations.” 

HP’s end-to-end manufacturing ecosystem includes engineering, software, enterprise, and 

manufacturing workflow leaders such as SAP, Siemens, Autodesk, and Materialise as well as members 

of its unique open 3D materials platform including Arkema, BASF, Evonik, Henkel, Lehman & Voss, 

and Sinopec Yanshan Petrochemical Co. 

Deloitte’s Supply Chain and Manufacturing Operations practice is a global leader in helping companies 
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apply digital business strategy to manufacturing initiatives to drive operational excellence. Deloitte has 

formed an ecosystem of digital collaborators, including Amazon Web Services (AWS), Cloudera, 

Dassault Systèmes, Google Cloud, SAP, and Siemens, to help clients accelerate their digital 

transformations. Deloitte will play an important role in helping organizations make use of 3D printing 

technology in their supply chain networks – a move that has the potential to fundamentally impact the 

way manufacturing organizations function. 

“This new alliance reinforces the longstanding relationships Siemens has built with HP and Deloitte, and 

creates greater opportunities to digitally transform the global manufacturing industry,” said Tony 

Hemmelgarn, President and CEO, Siemens PLM Software. “We see enormous potential in the next 

generation of integrated product design, engineering, manufacturing and business innovations that 

elevate the voxel control and production-ready capabilities of HP’s Multi Jet Fusion 3D printing 

technology.” 

With the potential to lower costs, increase production speed and flexibility, minimize distribution 

borders, and create entirely new markets worldwide, 3D printing is helping to unlock the promise of a 

new global industrial revolution. 

“As a long-standing partner of both Deloitte and HP, we are pleased to see the synergy of 

their unique strengths combined to drive worldwide adoption of 3D printing across industries,” said Dr. 

Tanja Rueckert, President IoT & Digital Supply Chain, SAP SE. “SAP continues to accelerate efforts to 

drive a global, scalable, and open manufacturing business network for industrial 3D printing with SAP 

Distributed Manufacturing. HP’s disruptive Multi Jet Fusion 3D printing technology, Deloitte’s 

manufacturing domain expertise, and SAP’s global, cloud-based manufacturing business network help 

to deliver the power, speed, and quality of the distributed manufacturing digital transformation today." 

This alliance, which will begin in the U.S. and expand to other geographies, is part of HP and Deloitte’s 

ongoing collaboration designed to accelerate digital transformation for the enterprise. Deloitte and HP 

will offer solutions that combine Deloitte’s extensive business transformation capabilities with HP’s 

managed print, device-as-a-service (DaaS), commercial mobility, and cyber-security offerings.  

Click here to return to Contents 

IBM and SAP to Offer New Co-Created Industry Solution for Retail and Consumer Packaged Goods 

Industries 

24 August 2017 

IBM and SAP SE have teamed up to provide a co-innovated solution for the retail and consumer 

packaged goods industries to help both increase profitability and improve the consumer experience. 

The solution uses near real-time data to markedly improve planning and execution in the physical store. 

Unique data sources, such as IBM’s Metro Pulse, flow through SAP® Cloud Platform to provide 

insights that can be acted upon almost immediately. All of these transformative insights for better 

decision making are fueled by live business, unique near real-time market-demand signals and a digital 

core that helps make the execution possible. 

This is the first plan for an industry focused solution resulting from the two companies’ digital 

transformation partnership announced last year. It is one of several industry-specific digital solutions 

currently in development. It also expands upon the investment IBM has made in retail and consumer 

packaged goods customers with SAP S/4HANA industry solutions. The two companies also intend to 
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collaborate on SAP Model Company services, a prepackaged, ready-to-use, end-to-end reference 

solution that can be customized to meet specific line-of-business and industry needs to accelerate the 

time to value.  

IBM Metro Pulse uses IBM’s cognitive services to provide hyperlocal insights around weather, events, 

traffic and demographics and helps address key industry challenges such as on-shelf availability and 

demand forecasting accuracy.  During trials of this cognitive technology across more than 100 stores in 

multiple American markets, the solution improved forecasting accuracy of volatile, hard-to-forecast 

products by 75 percent. 

SAP’s expertise will bring together the various unique data sources into the SAP Cloud Platform, 

including data feeds from IBM’s cognitive capabilities, allowing retailers to identify and take near-

immediate action on these new insights to help improve business performance. 

For example, a New York City sales operation manager for a beverage company may try to forecast 

sales during the New York Marathon at one of her team’s stores along the running route. Using this new 

solution, she could incorporate information on traffic flows at different points along the route, as well as 

the impact the weather forecast has on demand. This allows her to predict with much greater accuracy 

the spikes in demand at a store level.  Based on these insights, the sales operation manager can create 

tasks and suggested orders for sales representatives, who in turn can discuss with each individual store 

manager how to make the appropriate product adjustments expected to maximize incremental sales for 

both parties. 

"SAP S/4HANA, coupled with access to rich, hyperlocal data understood and reasoned by IBM’s 

cognitive services, can provide consumer product and retail business users across the C-suite with the 

specific insights to gain a competitive advantage in major markets,” said Laurence Haziot, IBM Global 

Managing Director and General Manager Consumer Industries. 

“Through this exciting collaboration between SAP and IBM, retailers and consumer products companies 

today can respond with speed, precision and confidence to locally relevant events. SAP S/4HANA 

includes capabilities to enable users to execute end-to-end business processes in ways that other systems 

cannot,” said Lori Mitchell-Keller, global general manager, Consumer Industries at SAP.    

Click here to return to Contents 

Infor and Top German Football Club Borussia Dortmund Announce Partnership 

30 August 2017 

Infor today announced it has been named official software partner for German Bundesliga football club 

Borussia Dortmund (BVB). BVB and Infor have agreed on a close cooperation regarding various 

business departments. Marketing and customer relationship management, business intelligence, asset 

management and finance are areas that can benefit from Infor's cloud software applications. 

"Borussia Dortmund is an ambitious club, and our line-up in the background has to be perfect as well. 

Digitalization plays an important role now and will continue to do so in the future. With Infor, we have 

found a globally renowned partner to achieve this task," said Carsten Cramer, Marketing Manager for 

BVB. 

As part of the agreement, Infor branding will be present on the LED advertising boards inside Signal 

Iduna Park, the largest stadium in Germany, where BVB plays its home games. Digital advertising and 

hospitality events are also part of the agreement. 
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The relationship with BVB marks the first partnership in professional soccer for Infor. The company has 

long been an official supplier to Scuderia Ferrari of Formula 1, was recently selected for a wide-ranging 

digital transformation program with the Brooklyn Nets of the National Basketball Association (NBA), 

and helped the newly-crowned champions of Super Rugby, the Crusaders, increase ticket sales by 10 

percent as part of its modernization program. 

"Infor software is helping thousands of organizations across the world modernize for the digital age, and 

we are honored to partner with such an iconic brand as Borussia Dortmund," said Jörg Jung, Managing 

Director of Central and East Europe for Infor. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

New SAP Study Shows Growth Depends on Digital Skills Investment 

30 August 2017 

According to new survey results released by SAP SE, business leaders who have completed digital 

transformation projects across their entire organization report significant increases in employee 

engagement compared to those with more limited initiatives. Sixty-four percent of executives with 

broad-ranging digital initiatives say their employees are more engaged, compared with 20 percent 

among organizations that have completed transformation projects in single business areas. Successful 

transformation depends on people, highlighting the importance of workforce investments in driving 

digital business performance. The announcement was made at the SuccessConnect® event taking place 

in Las Vegas Aug. 29–31 at The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas. 

"4 Ways Leaders Set Themselves Apart," a digital transformation executive study by the SAP® Center 

for Business Insight group and Oxford Economics, surveyed over 3,100 global business decision makers 

to examine the priorities driving digital transformation projects. The results show stark differences 

between organizations that have completed transformation projects and those that have yet to adopt 

digital strategies: 

• Eighty-three percent of digital transformation leaders expect digitalization to change talent 

management over the next two years. That figure compared with only 37 percent of 

organizations that have yet to begin digital transformation. 

• Respondents who completed digital transformation projects across their business have a more 

crystalized vision of the potential benefit across their HR processes, with 71 percent saying 

digitalization will make it easier to attract and retain the best talent, compared with 54 percent of 

other respondents. 

• About 52 percent of the businesses that have undergone digital transformation projects said they 

planned over the next two years to create new roles to reflect technological imperatives, 

compared with only 32 percent of companies that have yet to undertake digital transformation. 

"Today's leading businesses are putting their employees at the heart of their digital transformation 

strategies," said Greg Tomb, president, SAP SuccessFactors*. "This research shows successful 

digitalization depends on people, with the most innovative and forward-looking companies committed to 

investing in their workforce to ensure they are properly equipped to meet the challenges of tomorrow." 

Other key findings from the report include: 
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• Over a third of global companies believe that talent management and development are key 

drivers of digital growth. Some 31 percent agree that investment in employees' digital skills 

would be the most important factor in increasing revenue in the coming years. 

• The banking sector showed the greatest commitment to increasing investment in digital skills 

over the next two years. Forty-eight percent listed it as the most important factor to driving profit 

growth, while 45 percent of the professional services sector rated improving employee 

engagement as the most important profit-driving factor. 

• Digital transformation has had a greater positive impact on talent retention and development on 

U.S.-based organizations than on those of many of their global counterparts. About 19 percent of 

American businesses surveyed said technology updates have completely or somewhat 

transformed their talent management processes, compared with only eight percent of UK 

businesses, seven percent of German organizations and five percent of Mexican businesses. 

The study shows that a commitment to digital transformation pays off. Compared to other companies 

surveyed, digital leaders have stronger revenue growth and profitability today – and expect that 

advantage to continue over the next two years. In fact, digital leaders expect 23 percent higher revenue 

growth than all others in the next two years, and 80 percent of leaders say transformation efforts have 

increased profitability versus 53 percent of all others. 

"Digital transformation is about more than investing in the latest technology," says Edward Cone, 

technology practice lead, Oxford Economics. "People matter most – how they work, what they know, 

which skills they need in a changing workplace. Most companies have only begun to address these 

human factors, and those that fall behind may never catch up." 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Oracle Expands IoT Cloud Portfolio, Enabling Customers to Accelerate Intelligence and ROI from 

Connected Assets 

31 August 2017 

Oracle today announced significant enhancements to the Oracle Internet of Things (IoT) Cloud. The 

offering now features built-in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning that powers Digital Twin 

and Digital Thread capabilities. As such, customers and partners can quickly gain operation-wide 

visibility and leverage predictive insights from connected assets. These insights can increase deployment 

times, reduce costs, improve business outcomes, and accelerate new market opportunities. Combining 

the power of Oracle IoT Cloud and enterprise applications, Oracle also introduced new industry 

solutions for digital field service, smart connected factories, and digital fleet management. 

"IoT holds the potential to transform today's siloed operations into a modern, interconnected, digital set 

of workflows with real-time visibility and responsiveness," said Bhagat Nainani, group vice president, 

IoT Applications at Oracle. "Oracle continues to push the boundaries of IoT to help our customers 

significantly simplify their IoT deployments. By receiving real-time data streams enhanced with 

predictive insights, they can reach new levels of intelligence and a much quicker realization of ROI." 

Today's expansion follows the recent introduction of new Oracle IoT Cloud Applications for asset 

monitoring, connected workforce, fleet monitoring, and production monitoring. Also, in the past six 

months alone, Oracle has more than tripled its IoT application ecosystem of device and systems 
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integration partners. Oracle IoT Cloud is offered both as software-as-a-service (SaaS) applications, as 

well as platform-as-a-service (PaaS) offerings, enabling a high degree of adaptability for even the most 

demanding implementations. 

"Hitachi Consulting is constantly looking for industry leaders like Oracle to help clients and prospects 

harness the power of data and IoT to optimize operational and financial performance, outpace their 

competition and solve significant business problems," said Garth Carter, vice president North America 

Sales, Hitachi Consulting. "Our longstanding, strategic relationship with Oracle delivers industrial IoT 

solutions to digitize the physical world for manufacturing, energy, and transportation. In particular, 

Hitachi is leveraging Oracle IoT Applications – asset monitoring and production monitoring – that are 

uniquely engineered to meet specific industry and functional needs. These applications have a depth of 

OT, IT and IoT functionality that no competitor can match." 

 

New capabilities introduced today include: 

Digital Twin for Supply Chain Management 

Digital Twin is a digital representation of a physical asset or equipment that enhances traditional 

analytics approaches. The object model includes multi-faceted views into current, historical, and 

predictive data, as well as operational and behavioral dimensions of that asset. This enables remote users 

to not only monitor the health of that asset to prevent failures before they occur, but also to run 

simulations of "what-if" scenarios in the context of the business processes. With Digital Twin, 

organizations have a new operational paradigm to interact with the physical world, allowing lower 

operational and capital expenditures, minimizing downtime, and optimizing asset performance.   

 

Digital Thread for Supply Chain Management 

Supply Chain practitioners have spent millions of dollars in implementing SCM and ERP systems, but 

most often, data is manually fed into these systems. Digital Thread is a connected business process 

framework that leverages IoT and creates a "system of systems" by connecting traditionally siloed 

elements in real-time throughout the digital supply chain. By providing an end-to-end view of an asset 

throughout the entire manufacturing lifecycle, Digital Thread seamlessly bridges the entire supply chain 

process—from product design and order fulfillment, to manufacturing and product life cycle 

management, to warehousing and transportation, to logistics and procurement. 

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning 

Built-in AI and machine learning features are now fully integrated across Oracle's IoT solutions 

portfolio. These technologies leverage machine data in the context of business data from applications, 

such as manufacturing, maintenance, service, and logistics. The built-in operational analytics help detect 

anomalies, predict equipment failures, and recommend the best course of action. They also provide the 

intelligence needed to evolve capabilities to increase effectiveness and experiences of applications. 

Industry Solutions Built on IoT Cloud Applications 

Oracle IoT industry solutions help customers reimagine and innovate business solutions for the 

connected, intelligent, context-aware, digital enterprise. New solutions introduced today include: 

• Digital Field Service: Showcases intelligent remote monitoring, failure prediction, over-the-air 

repair, and dynamic technician dispatch. The solution features IoT Asset Monitoring Cloud, CX 

Service Cloud, CX Engagement Cloud, and CX Field Service Cloud, plus the use of augmented 

http://www.oracle.com/us/solutions/internetofthings/digital-twins-for-iot-apps-wp-3491953.pdf
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reality (AR) for guided equipment repair. 

• Smart Connected Factory: Demonstrates how incident detection, root cause analysis, and smart 

resolution are performed within minutes in a connected factory. The solution features IoT 

Production Monitoring Cloud, SCM Cloud and ERP Cloud, and the use of virtual reality (VR) to 

navigate the manufacturing floor. It can also be used for remote worker training. 

• Digital Fleet Management: Showcases real-time shipment tracking, risk management, and 

logistics synchronization. The solution features IoT Fleet Management Cloud and Oracle 

Logistics Cloud. 
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PTC Product Lifecycle Management SaaS Bookings Double Over Last Four Quarters 

30 August 2017 

PTC today announced that bookings for its product lifecycle management (PLM) software-as-a-service 

(SaaS) solution have doubled over the last four quarters. This expansion complements PTC’s new 

subscription model and aligns with the recent findings of a Cloud PLM study conducted by CIMdata, 

the leading independent global strategic management consulting and research authority focused on the 

PLM market. 

According to CIMdata, 95 percent of current and prospective cloud PLM customers surveyed plan to 

purchase PLM Cloud in the next 24 months, while 72 percent plan to in just 13 months. The Cloud PLM 

study also found that those customers are most interested in the convenience and economic advantages 

of the cloud. Faster time to value, ability to scale, and ease of management were among the top benefits 

industrial customers hope to achieve from cloud-based PLM. 

“Technology is changing, and our customers are evolving,” said Kevin Wrenn, divisional general 

manager, PLM, PTC. “They are going through a digital transformation and want to get to market faster 

and bring down costs. They see PLM Cloud and our subscription licensing model as a way of getting 

there, especially as we continue to increase flexibility and add capabilities to our PLM Cloud offering. 

Our subscription PLM Cloud solution offers customers greater functionality, scalability, and security 

than if they purchase PLM in other ways.” 

Based on its leading Windchill® software, the PTC PLM Cloud SaaS solution delivers a broad set of 

capabilities. In addition, the active user subscription pricing model offers companies the desired 

flexibility to scale based on the needs of the business. One of the top benefits cited in the CIMdata study 

was reduced capital expenditure, and PTC PLM Cloud enables companies to improve workflows 

without heavy IT overhead or resource commitments. 

“Our main objective when deciding for PTC PLM in the Cloud was to have a central repository of up-to-

date product information and efficient delivery of that data to customers and technical support staff, but 

at the same time to minimize the burden on IT while maintaining a predictable monthly cost,” said 

Vincent Guercio, vice president of engineering, RAB Lighting. “PTC PLM Cloud is meeting our goals.” 

Enterprise collaboration is considered a critical function of PLM software in order to enable innovation, 

according to CIMdata and feedback from PTC’s customers. The PTC PLM Cloud SaaS solution enables 

companies to drive business growth by allowing them to securely share product knowledge throughout 
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the product development value chain. This includes internal teams, such as engineering, design, 

manufacturing, and procurement, as well as external stakeholders, such as partners, suppliers, and even 

customers who are a critical part of the product development process. 

To support further collaboration, PTC’s PLM Cloud solution 

includes ThingWorx® Navigate™ software. The ThingWorx Navigate apps can easily be tailored and 

deployed across the enterprise, and extended to include data from other systems of record and smart, 

connected products. This increased collaboration across the value chain strengthens the relationship 

between the vendor and its stakeholders. 

While industrial companies see the value of Cloud PLM, the CIMdata report also cited real and 

perceived issues that may slow adoption by some companies, including the ability to meet specific 

integration, capability, performance, and security needs. Specifically, almost half of participants cited 

the integration of Cloud PLM and enterprise systems as their primary concern. In addition to assuming 

responsibility for PLM upgrades and updates, PTC offers additional Cloud Migration Services, Value 

Ready Deployments, and systems integration capabilities to enable organizations to reduce the time to 

value. 

“With PLM Cloud, the time and investment that otherwise might have gone into basic integrations and 

system maintenance can instead be invested into enabling new organizational capabilities and 

efficiencies,” said Stan Przybylinski, vice president, CIMdata. “PTC’s focus on continually adding new 

capabilities, such as enterprise collaboration and systems integration, enables customers to derive 

benefits as their cloud solution evolves and matures.” 
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Smart Cities Set to Change Nigeria Forever – HPE Nigeria  

29 August 2017  

Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) Nigeria Limited creates new possibilities for technology to have a 

meaningful impact on people, businesses, governments, and the society. This desire to always exceed 

expectations and provide solutions to communities was evident in HPE’s Gold Sponsorship of The 

Smart Cities 2017 Conference, through HPE’s partner company, Edgebase Technologies Limited, an 

Information Technology and Communications company, focused on delivering enterprise business 

solutions that meet the needs of today’s ICT driven business world.  

The Smart Cities Nigeria 2017 Conference held at the Congress Hall, Transcorp Hilton Hotel Abuja, 

Nigeria on the 8th and 9th of August, provided a common forum for stakeholders in Nigeria to discuss 

and deliberate some of the most challenging issues and upcoming technologies towards the development 

of smart cities in Nigeria. The conference which was to the cheer and glare of dignified personalities in 

Nigeria, identified solutions, made proposals and developed key innovations towards the establishment 

of smart cities in Nigeria.  

Mr. Chuks Okpaka, the Country Managing Director of Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) Nigeria 

Limited gave an awe-inspiring presentation on developing an effective smart city platform.  

A smart city he said is where everything is connected – from the traffic lights to the telecom 

infrastructure; to the roadside equipment and the driver behavior; the quality of air in the atmosphere 

interacting with the air conditioner in the office nearby; the noise and vibration in the environment 

http://www.ptc.com/navigate
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talking to the lighting – interconnectivity of smart cities was the focal point of the presentation.  

Mr. Chuks Okpaka went further to give outstanding illustrations of what smart living is about. A smart 

city is where the city’s critical infrastructures, networks and services are made more efficient through 

optimized digital and telecommunication technologies. The smart city concept would mean; smarter 

urban transport, upgraded water supply, better commuting facilities, and more efficient ways to light and 

heat buildings.  

As expounded by HPE Nigeria’s Country Managing Director, the potential for smart platforms is 

accessibility and usability – content must be organized for everyone to navigate and access. Having 

more than 1 billion customers in over 170 countries on six continents of planet Earth, Hewlett Packard 

Enterprise (HPE) has proven to be the trusted IT vendor in IoT (internet of things), providing extensive 

technology for the smart cities value chain.  

HPE is set to change the lives of society and its people forever through the HPE UIoT (Universal 

Internet of Things) Platform and Analytics. The Smart City Concept is the new future of Nigeria, and 

with HPE Nigeria in support of this feat, the future just got better.  

The MD of Edgebase Technologies, Mr. Joel Egbai also stated that the future spoken about is upon us 

and technology partners like Edgebase need to position ahead of time in order to support the innovations 

of smart-cities that will positively impact the style of living and doing business for everyone. Edgebase 

Technologies Limited is presently a Gold Partner to Hewlett Packard Nigeria Limited, they have been 

serving businesses with IT solutions for over 11 years in Nigeria.  
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Verocel Announces Executive Leadership Changes  

29 August 2017  

Verocel today announced that Co-Founder, President and Chief Executive Officer George  

Romanski will be leaving the company effective September 15, 2017 for a role with the Federal  

Aviation Administration (FAA). Co-Founder and Chief Operations Officer Jim Chelini will assume  

Romanski's duties. Additionally, the company announced expanded executive roles aimed at driving 

Verocel's continued growth as a leading provider of software development and verification services for 

the safety-critical software industry.  

Romanski will join the Federal Aviation Administration as Chief Scientific and Technical Advisor 

(CSTA) for Aircraft Computer Software. In this role he will track developments, and identify 

techniques, standards, and research results that are required to provide a high-level of assurance of these 

human-rated software systems.  

"George's leadership and vision during the past 18 years as the co-founder of Verocel have been key in 

our dramatic growth from a two-person firm to a successful and respected multi-national company," said 

Chelini. "We wish George the best in the next phase of his career; George will be a great resource for 

many of our customers and the industry in dealing with future certification challenges."  

"I am sincerely grateful for the support I have received from all of our employees, our customers, and 

government regulators in the US and Europe," added Romanski. "I look forward to helping the entire 

aviation industry as it addresses adoption of new technology and new challenges in aircraft computer 
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software."  

 

Expanded Roles for Leadership Team, Active Industry Influence    

Verocel has announced other changes to the leadership team. Nicola Barryassumes the role of vice 

president, quality. An eight-year veteran of the company, Barry was most recently director of quality. 

Vice President of Business Development Joseph Wlad expands his role with global marketing and sales 

responsibilities. Tom Iwaszkiewicz adds the role of vice president of engineering while continuing his 

16-years at the helm of Verocel's office in Poland. These leadership moves are intended to sharpen 

Verocel's focus on continued growth and improved quality.  

Since 1999 Verocel has been active in numerous industry committees that help define certification 

guidance for airborne software and hardware. These include RTCA SC-205, the committee that 

produced RTCA/DO-178C, ARINC653, which defines the software interface for partitioned avionics as 

well as other standards. More recently, Verocel is a member of an FAA-sponsored committee dedicated 

to streamlining the certification process for airborne equipment that seeks to reduce undue burdens on 

designers and manufacturers.  

"Our executive bench strength and highly regarded industry influence, coupled with our robust tools and 

processes, position Verocel for ongoing growth," commented Chelini.  "We will continue to serve our 

growing list of marquee customers with safety-critical solutions that help accelerate their software 

development life cycle and advance the industry." 
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VMware and HP Partner to Simplify Device Lifecycle Management Using Cloud-Based Technology 

28 August 2017 

Today at VMworld® 2017, VMware, Inc. and HP Inc. announced a partnership that will add VMware 

Workspace ONE™ to HP's Device as a Service (DaaS) technology platform. Workspace ONE, an 

integrated platform powered by VMware AirWatch® Unified Endpoint Management (UEM) 

technology, provides a holistic and user-centric approach to managing all endpoints in an organization -- 

from mobile and desktop to Internet of Things (IoT). HP DaaS offers a modern consumption model for 

computing in which hardware and lifecycle services are combined to improve the user experience and 

free up IT resources to drive growth. 

"VMware Workspace ONE powered by AirWatch provides next-generation unified endpoint 

management that enables our customers to manage the complete lifecycle of the end points and 

applications over-the-air and in real-time," said Sumit Dhawan, senior vice president and general 

manager, End-User Computing, VMware. "This partnership brings two industry-leading players together 

to deliver a complete solution for mutual customers looking to transform their end points from 

procurement to management into a predictable consumption-based service." 

"HP DaaS creates a breaking point from how devices have been sold and serviced for decades. It 

fundamentally changes how we see enterprise customers select, deploy, secure, manage and refresh 

multi OS and multi device environments," said Ron Coughlin, president, Personal Systems, HP Inc. "We 

are excited to partner with VMware and incorporate their unified endpoint management solution into HP 

DaaS, and believe the strength of our combined platforms creates the next generation of device 
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consumption for customers." 

Workspace ONE powered by AirWatch UEM extends the industry-leading VMware AirWatch 

Enterprise Mobility Management™ capabilities into advanced cloud-based macOS and Windows 10 PC 

lifecycle management. This includes configuration management, operating system (OS) patch 

management, client health and security management. Unified endpoint management in Workspace ONE 

enables IT to deploy security patches and OS updates faster, install software more reliably and 

consolidate operational processes across all devices -- on or off the domain in real-time. 

HP DaaS addresses the complexity of managing today's multi-OS environments with a single contact, 

and a single contract across both commercial devices and services. It allows customers to pay on a 

monthly per device basis and takes the day-to-day burden of managing devices away so IT can focus its 

time where it matters the most. By incorporating Workspace ONE into HP DaaS' rich management 

toolset, HP DaaS Service Agents will benefit from additional capabilities to provide comprehensive fleet 

management to help customers increase efficiency, improve the employee experience, and free up IT 

resources to drive growth in a transformed workplace. 
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Xavor Focuses Its Oracle Cloud Offering Through GoSaaS 

31 August 2017 

GoSaaS, Inc. as an Oracle SaaS focused entity will have the flexibility it needs to truly innovate around 

the implementation and adoption process of world class Oracle SaaS applications. 

 

“We are very excited about the possibilities that Oracle’s unique SaaS applications offer our customers 

and we have worked very hard for nearly two years to launch a cloud-ready implementation 

methodology under the GoSaaS brand,” said Hassan Ramay, Managing Partner for GoSaaS and Xavor. 

 

GoSaaS, Inc. is comprised of a highly experienced and dedicated team of 50+ industry and technology 

experts who have served customers within a variety of industries worldwide, making GoSaaS one of the 

larger Oracle Cloud consulting teams. 
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Events News 

Autodesk to Present at the Citi Global Technology Conference 

30 August 2017 

Autodesk, Inc. will present at the Citi Global Technology Conference in New York, on Wednesday, 

September 6 at 2:20 p.m. Eastern Time.  A live webcast, replay and podcast of the presentations will be 

available through Autodesk's Investor Relations Website at www.autodesk.com/investors.  

Click here to return to Contents 
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Fast-Tracking ADAS and Autonomous Vehicle Development with Simulation: October 20 

28 August 2017 

ADAS and autonomous vehicles are profoundly disrupting the automotive industry. Major technological 

leaps are necessary to bring these disruptive innovations to life. Whole new engineering fields – such as 

artificial intelligence – need to be developed, yet time-to-market is short and competition is intense. 

Estimates indicate that billions of miles of road testing will be necessary to ensure safety and reliability 

of ADAS and autonomous vehicles.  

  

Join ANSYS and industry experts as they share their insights into all aspects of autonomous vehicle 

simulation along with real-life examples and demonstrations.  

 

October 20, 2017 

9:00 AM – 4:30 PM (EST) 

Automation Alley 

2675 Bellingham Drive 

Troy, MI 48083 

USA 

Contact: krista.loeffler@ansys.com 
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itelligence Announces Speaker Lineup for Chicago Finance Workshop Co-Sponsored by SAP  

29 August 2017  

itelligence, Inc. has announced the speaker line-up at the upcoming finance 

workshop in Chicago on September 12, 2017, co-sponsored by SAP. The 

event will take place at SAP's office at 3010 Highland Parkway, Downers 

Grove, IL.   

Dan Stone, Director, Finance, from American Hotel Register Company will present on their digital 

finance transformation with SAP and itelligence. American Hotel is the premier source in hospitality 

serving customers around the world with over 70,000 products and solutions. For over 152 years the 

company's headquarters have been based in the Chicagoland area. American Hotel is on a journey of 

digital transformation, including SAP S/4HANA® and SAP® Business Planning and Consolidation. 

Hear their story of improved close cycles, real-time insight for forecasting and automated finance 

processes that are driving innovation in their business.  

In addition, Mark Burke, Senior Director, EPM & Finance Center of Excellence at SAP, will deliver the 

keynote address on how data is transforming and modernizing finance. He will discuss how SAP is 

helping customers adapt to today's dynamic business environment and how this change is being led by 
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the finance department. Also included in this workshop will be a road-mapping presentation on SAP 

Analytics Cloud and SAP Business Planning and Consolidation, including the most recent 

announcement of version 11.0 for SAP BW/4HANA.  

Attendees will have the opportunity to network with American Hotel Register's Dan Stone, and  

SAP's Mark Burke throughout the day, as well as their industry peers from other organizations. They 

will participate in hands-on labs using SAP Business Planning and Consolidation and SAP Analytics 

Cloud to visualize an end-to-end finance story line, using a single finance system to transact, analyze 

and plan. There is still time to register to attend or view the full agenda. The Chicagoworkshop is one of 

four workshops in the series, which includes Atlanta, GA on August 16; Palo Alto, CA on August 23; 

and Burlington, MA on September 14.  
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Keynote Speakers Announced for ASSESS 2017 Congress  

29 August 2017 

ASSESS Initiative, a broad reaching multi-industry initiative to facilitate a revolution of enablement that 

will vastly increase the availability and effectiveness of Engineering Simulation* is proud to announce 

that Tina Morrison, Ph. D., Deputy Director, Division of Applied Mechanics, Office of Science and 

Engineering Laboratories, Center for Devices and Radiological Health, U.S. Food and 

Drug Administration. and Bob Tickel, Director, Structural & Dynamic Analysis, Corporate R&T, 

Cummins Inc. will be the keynote speakers at the ASSESS 2017 CONGRESS.   

Tina Morrison is the chair of the new FDA-wide working group on Modeling and Simulation, sponsored 

by the Office of the Chief Scientist, which launched in 2017. She has been serving as the Regulatory 

Advisor of Computational Modeling for the Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) since 

2012.  Learn more about Tina Morrison.  Tina Morrison will be presenting on the “Advancing 

Regulatory Science and In Silico Medicine at the FDA”. 

Bob Tickel is the Director of Structural & Dynamic Analysis, Corporate R&T at Cummins Inc. His 

group is primarily responsible for providing design guidance for key structural components and systems 

for future products as well as evaluating, developing and documenting new tools and methods.  Learn 

more about Bob Tickel. Bob Tickel will be presenting on “The Future of Modeling and Simulation at 

Cummins”. 

“I am very pleased to be able to share my perspectives, to learn much more about the work going on 

with ASSESS and ultimately to help Cummins better prepare for the expected simulation revolution”, 

says Bob Tickel, Director, Structural & Dynamic Analysis, Corporate R&T, Cummins Inc. 

The vision of the ASSESS Initiative is to bring together key players, both users and developers of 

simulation software, to guide and influence the software tool strategies for performing model-based 

analysis, simulation, and systems engineering.  Tina Morrison and Bob Tickel offer interesting and 

different views on the vision for Engineering Simulation. 

“We are very excited to have excited to have Tina Morrison and Bob Tickel share their vision of 

simulation and experiences from two distinctly different applications”, says Joe Walsh, CEO & Co-

Founder of the ASSESS Initiative. “Both speakers bring a wealth of insights into the role of simulation 

for their domain and are likely to initiate some very interesting questions and discussions.” 
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ASSESS 2017 is the second annual ASSESS Congress, which will be held November 1-3, 2017 in 

Potomac, Maryland at the Bolger Center. The ASSESS 2017 Congress is being organized by the 

ASSESS Initiative to help shape the industry and product strategies for the next decade related to 

Engineering Simulation to enable the required “simulation revolution”. Registration for the ASSESS 

2017 Congress is by invitation only and is limited to 150 attendees. Those who have an invitation can 

register online at http://www.assessinitiative.com/registration/ and those interested participating who do 

not yet have an invitation may Contact the ASSESS Initiative to apply for an invitation.   

ASSESS 2017 currently has three Platinum Sponsors (engineering.com, NAFEMS, Siemens PLM 

Software), 24 Foundation Sponsors and  two Founding Sponsors (intrinSIM, Cyon Research). Please 

check out the sponsor section of the ASSESS 2017 Congress web page to learn more about who is 

supporting the ASSESS 2017 Congress. 

 

* The term “Engineering Simulation” as used by the ASSESS Initiative refers to Analysis, Simulation 

and Systems Engineering technologies and associated usage in the engineering applications domain. 

 

About the ASSESS Initiative 

The ASSESS Initiative was initially a joint activity by Cyon Research and intrinSIM for guiding and 

influencing the software tool strategies for performing model-based analysis, simulation, and systems 

engineering, with the primary objective of expanding the use and business benefit of these tools. 

ASSESS Initiative LLC was formed in mid-2016 to focus on taking the ASSESS vision forward. 

Contact: 

Joe Walsh 

ASSESS Initiative LLC 

+1-706-839-1562 

joe@assessinitiative.com 
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Omnify Software Announces Empower ’17, Global PLM Customer Conference  

29 August 2017  

Omnify Software today announces that it is holding its 2017 Global Customer Conference, Empower 

’17, September 19-21, 2017 at the Scottsdale Plaza Resort in Scottsdale, AZ.  

The Empower ’17 Conference brings together Omnify Software manufacturing customers, technology 

and business partners, and technical staff throughout North America and Europe. Focused on customer 

use case presentations, professional development, networking, and the technology roadmap, Empower 

‘17 will include an array of inspiring customer and partner speakers with a lineup of talks from 

companies such as: Acacia Communications, Axonics Modulation Technologies, MRV  

Communications, Nokia Technologies, Portal Instruments, REMEC Broadband Wireless, Penny Goss 

Technical Solutions, and Abbott MCS Business Site (formerly SJM/Thoratec), describing how they are 

using Omnify Empower PLM to enhance their product development and business processes. Conference 
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attendees will also be able to provide feedback on Omnify’s upcoming product release, take advantage 

of one-on-one technical sessions with the Omnify support team, and attend peer networking sessions. 

New this year, the conference agenda includes one day of pre-conference training and two days of 

keynote speakers and breakout sessions.  

“We are proud to say that the conference has been described by attendees as one of the best conferences 

they attend with educational presentations and enlightening guest speakers,” stated Chuck Cimalore, 

CTO for Omnify Software.  “Our user conference continues to grow year after year, both in customer 
attendance and the agenda. We have added an additional day to provide even more valuable product 

training to support our customers and allow for more peer-to-peer interaction and general knowledge 
sharing.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Oracle Open World: October 1-5, California 

1 September 2017 

All attendees who register for Oracle Open World will also receive a wristband to the October 4 Oracle 

CloudFest concert. 

Please visit the website for full details and agenda. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Implementation Investments 

AVATAR Chooses ZW3D to Improve Machining Efficiency 

28 August 2017 

ZW3D today announced that it was chosen by AVATAR-SERVIS s.r.o. (AVATAR), an engineering 

service provider in the Czech Republic, to improve its machining and manufacturing efficiency in food 

machine area. 

 

Based in the Czech Republic, AVATAR has focused on engineering services since 1998. For nearly 20 

years, AVATAR has been mainly engaged in single-purpose machines, spare parts and overhauls. 

 

As its business expands and projects get more complicated, AVATAR turned to 3D design to streamline 

the system development. AVATAR now focuses mainly on machine design & development, machine 

parts & assemblies production, and engineering services including repair and reengineering technology.  

 

On the recommendation of cooperation partners, AVATAR chose ZW3D Standard version, which 

enabled them to open various file formats of 3D models from other manufacturers.  

 

With multi-object file management, AVATAR can manage all parts and assemblies of the whole project 

in one Z3 file, which simplifies management and avoids data loss. 
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In addition to utilizing ZW3D to improve design accuracy and accelerate machine development, 

AVATAR relies on interference checking to ensure the reasonable assembly clearance in ZW3D. 

 

What’s more, it’s easier to directly insert standard components from part library, which greatly 

facilitates the assembly and mechanical design.  

 

“Thanks to ZW3D, a full-scale 3D CAD/CAM solution at an affordable price, we are able to offer 

customers a complete set of services in engineering design, production, development and service,” said 

Jiří Kamenář, CEO of AVATAR. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

FOMAS Group Selects Siemens’ Teamcenter Software to Improve Time to Market 

29 August 2017 

FOMAS Group has selected Teamcenter® software, the world’s most widely used digital lifecycle 

management software, as its global solution for product lifecycle management (PLM). FOMAS group 

will use Teamcenter to manage their corporate know-how and support several business processes 

required to get the most advanced and high quality products to market at the right time. With 

Teamcenter, FOMAS Group will have the tools to manage their product data in a unique environment 

and give teams the possibility to find, share and re-use engineering designs, documents and bills of 

materials (BOMs) – helping teams reach beyond functional boundaries and connecting people with the 

right information to make the best products. The goal is to improve connections between engineering, 

manufacturing and quality among worldwide plants in order to share and apply the best practices. 

“The current market requires more complexity and more flexibility, combined with shorter lead times 

and cheaper solutions, and we are committed to delivering turnkey solutions and the best customer 

support with the most engineered and technological forging applications,” said Davide Ornato, board 

member of FOMAS Group. “We found in Teamcenter a fundamental support for this strategy. The PLM 

system will help us increase collaboration between different functional areas and plants by accelerating 

the execution of our procedures and projects. By improving time management, as well as enhancing and 

securing the delivery of the data from engineering department to manufacturing to quality processes, we 

will be able to provide a better and faster response to our customers.” 

FOMAS Group provides turnkey solutions, from forging and ring rolling to assembly. The company 

works like an engineering laboratory able to support the customer in co-design, and provides products 

and solutions on behalf of a third party. The increased amount of requirements and production volumes, 

plus the input to reduce time to market, led FOMAS Group to consider the adoption of a system to be 

able to share all technical and production data related to manufacturing processes. After careful 

evaluation, FOMAS Group selected Teamcenter over other competitive solutions as the most 

appropriate technology to manage the increasing complexity of its products. Using Teamcenter, FOMAS 

Group expects to continue to guarantee product performance, as well as the strict tracking and respect 

for requirements, all while maximizing flexibility, productivity and streamlining global operations. 

Among the functionalities of Teamcenter, FOMAS Group was impressed by Active Workspace, the 

innovative interface for Teamcenter that provides a streamlined and intuitive PLM user experience. 

Characterized by a simple, engaging, and effective design, Active Workspace provides a personalized 
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user experience to connect stakeholders throughout the enterprise with the data they need to make 

quality decisions and drive innovation. Using this solution, FOMAS Group will have the capacity to 

easily manage the increasingly massive amounts of information generated throughout their product 

lifecycle processes, and often spread across many sites and several different databases. 

“We are very proud that FOMAS Group has put its trust in Teamcenter,” said Franco Megali, Vice 

President and Managing Director for Italy and MEA, Siemens PLM Software. “This is a further step for 

FOMAS Group towards the digital enterprise.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Huron chooses ModuleWorks collision avoidance technology  

31 August 2017 

Huron has chosen ModuleWorks collision avoidance software for its new PreciPROTECT collision 

avoidance system. The ModuleWorks components run directly on the Siemens Sinumerik 840D SL 

CNC control and enable Huron to provide real-time collision avoidance for its new K3X8-Five and 

0KX50L 5-axis vertical machines. 

The ModuleWorks software takes the real axis positions, machine geometries and workpiece position 

and uses the same motion data as the real servos to provide a fully integrated and visually realistic 

simulation of the machine kinematics, tools, jaws, clamps and fixtures as well as the material removal 

process. Collision detection and avoidance is available in both auto and jog modes using look-ahead 

motion data. If a collision is detected, the machining process is stopped before an actual collision occurs 

to prevent expensive machine damage and downtime. 

“The ModuleWorks software enables us to offer a sophisticated, state-of-the-art collision avoidance 

system that protects our new 5-axis machines from expensive damage”, explains Bernard Echevard 

General Manager at Huron. “Our customers benefit from a more efficient and cost-effective production 

process with reduced risk of downtime and stock wastage.” 

“More and more machine manufacturers are recognizing the need to offer real-time collision avoidance 

systems for their milling and turning machines”, says Mark Foti, Product Manager for the ModuleWorks 

Collision Avoidance System. “It’s great to see that ModuleWorks components are the solution of choice 

for industry-leading multi-axis machines.” 

The new Huron PreciPROTECT system based on the ModuleWorks collision avoidance technology will 

be showcased at EMO, 18-23 September 2017 in Hannover, Germany (Huron booth, Hall 27 / Booth 

D28, ModuleWorks Hall 25 / Booth B26). 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Product News 

CenturyLink announces significantly enhanced managed private cloud service  

26 August 2017 
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CenturyLink today announced enhancements to its private cloud service enabling businesses to run 

critical business applications with the agility and simplicity of a public cloud while maintaining the 

predictability, security and performance of dedicated infrastructure. (Dedicated Cloud Compute) 

Foundation, a fully private service based on VMware Cloud Foundation and high-performance HPE 

ProLiant servers, is an updated architecture moving to a converged, software-defined data center model 

to help businesses overcome challenges of lengthy provisioning, configuration errors and costly 

processes by automating labor-intensive tasks and operationalizing the promise of private cloud on-

demand. 

This enhanced dedicated cloud service, available now to customers and partners in North America, 

Europe and Asia Pacific, is built on one of the largest integrated solutions networks in the world and 

supported by thousands of experienced CenturyLink support staff with advanced certifications. 

"With today's digital economy fueling increased demands on IT infrastructure, the latest enhancements 

to our Dedicated Cloud Compute (DCC) service, based on VMware Cloud Foundation, build on 

CenturyLink's proficiency in helping enterprises in their digital transformation," saidDavid Shacochis, 

vice president of Hybrid IT product management, CenturyLink. "The software-defined datacenter 

approach enables the flexible delivery of enterprise applications connected to our global network across 

32 hosting locations on four continents. With this service, businesses can rapidly deploy new workloads 

and innovations in an easily scalable, highly secure environment." 

CenturyLink DCC Foundation is built on VMware Cloud Foundation, an advanced cloud infrastructure 

platform that accelerates IT's time-to-market by providing a factory-integrated cloud infrastructure stack 

that is simple to use. VMware Cloud Foundation includes a complete set of software-defined services 

for compute, storage, networking and security. DCC Foundation combines VMware Cloud Foundation 

with HPE ProLiant servers and unique automation and management capabilities to deliver an enterprise-

grade, globally available service with consistent customer experience across private and public clouds. 

Integration of DCC Foundation with further enhances support of multi-tiered hybrid-cloud 

configurations. 

By implementing DCC Foundation, businesses can lower their total cost of ownership, deliver advanced 

security and simplify their operations. Software-defined data center technology and hyper-converged 

infrastructure deliver a single, software-defined infrastructure platform for deployment and management 

of all data center resources. This includes compute, storage, networks and security built on a powerful 

API-based, software-defined layer. 

"The impact of cloud is undeniable, reshaping the way IT operates, the way IT functions as an 

organization and the role IT plays within the business," said Geoff Waters, vice president, Global Cloud 

Sales, VMware. "Working with partners such as CenturyLink, VMware's cloud strategy is to help 

customers run, manage, connect and secure their entire application portfolio across clouds and devices, 

leveraging a common operating environment. Together we will help our mutual customers drive digital 

transformation and gain the greatest advantage from cloud computing." 

As a partner in the HPE Partner Ready for Service Providers Program, CenturyLink provides 

HPEcustomers access to CenturyLink services such as managed hosting, storage, cloud, application 

services, big data solutions and colocation. These services, offered on HPE infrastructure solutions and 

technologies, provide compelling value for organizations seeking hybrid IT solutions. 

CenturyLink runs one of the world's largest VMware clouds, with more than 100,000 virtual machines 

under management for enterprise and government clients which deliver critical applications over a 
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global network spanning numerous countries. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

CIM-Tech Releases Router-CIM 2018 

31 August 2017 

CIM-Tech.com Inc. announces Router-CIM 2018, the newest version of the company’s revolutionary 

software suite for CNC machines is ready to ship. Router-CIM 2018 with its easy-to-use Windows-style 

interface, now enables users to print text, graphics, and barcodes on labels designed from scratch in 

minutes. With Router-CIM 2018 AutoCAD®, SOLIDWORKS®, Solid Edge® and AUTODESK® 

Inventor® designers quickly and easily transfer information and commands to any CNC machine 

savings hours of programming. In addition to its new labeling capabilities, Router-CIM 2018 offers 

multi-level pocketing, numeric control variable (NCVAR) interface and a color-coded DOIT Editor with 

layer finding. 

“Router-CIM 2018 is our answer to our customers’ demands particularly in their need for programming 

organization and labeling,” Sheldon Prom, CIM-Tech.com Inc. Applications Engineer says. “Users can 

now organize their CNC runs with completely customized labels using Router-CIM 2018’s Label 

Designer interface.” 

“Looking at your competition and at the size, scale and volume that we produce, no other stand-alone 

CAM software comes close to being as efficient as Router-CIM!” Garison Miseje, CNC Programming 

Manager for Czarnowski, a full-service exhibit and event marketing company, says. 

In addition to enhanced labeling Router-CIM 2018 features and enhancements include: 

Multi-Level Pocketing – The upgraded multi-level pocketing will now allow for quicker material 

removal in a multiple depth pocket feature. Quicker removal, quicker cycle times. 

DOIT Editor Speed Improvements – Defining Knowledge to Layer associations has never been easier, 

or faster! With a color coded guide, instant association updates, Smart wildcard capability and the new 

layer finding feature of the DOIT Editor let you configure Router-CIM Automation Suite the way you 

want to.  

New NCVAR Interface – The simplified NC Variable interface lets you customize the features of 

Router-CIM Automation Suite that are most important to you. Simple Add, Edit and Delete tools let you 

take advantage of all the power in the Router-CIM Automation Suite advanced programming features. 

Upgrades to Reporting – The Router-CIM Automation Suite reporting allows for cycle time adjustments 

that can now be dialed in on a per-machine basis. Get accurate results on cycle times, tool usage and 

acceleration/deceleration that will give you the information you need to control your CNC production 

cells. 

For 30 years CIM-Tech has been offering CAD/CAM software for CNC machines. Router-CIM 2018 

users will still enjoy all features of the 2017 version including the most used and acclaimed. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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CollabNet Announces Latest TeamForge for Enterprise Class Application Lifecycle Management 

(ALM) that Speeds Software Delivery and Supports Agile and DevOps  

29 August 2017  

CollabNet today announced its latest release of TeamForge, the award-winning Application Lifecycle 

Management (ALM) and enterprise version control platform. Updates focus on efficiency 

enhancements, high availability compatibility, heightened security and improved performance.  

"The tenets and language of ALM have been recently popularized through the DevOps movement, yet 

the needs of organizations have not changed," said Flint Brenton, CEO of CollabNet. "The software 

industry cannot deny the continued need for integration, connectivity and collaboration that is scalable to 

the entire enterprise across teams, processes and tools. CollabNet has been successfully providing those 

abilities to organizations for years. When cross-functional teams share a virtual workspace and can view 

and trace the value of individual contributions to an initiative, empathy and continuous feedback are 

natural next steps."  

CollabNet has been rolling out new innovations over the previous year while remaining dedicated to 

serving enterprises and government organizations worldwide through its flagship product, TeamForge. 

Now releasing version 17.8, CollabNet consistently strives to respond to customer feedback and ensure 

that users have optimal flexibility and functionality while using the platform.  

TeamForge's version control capabilities ensure the security and integrity of source code and easily 

integrate with popular version control and workflow tools. TeamForge SCM 17.8 includes 

improvements to design and ease-of-use.  

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Thinkbox Introduces Deadline 10 for Public Preview 

8 August 2017 

Deadline 10 is now available for preview. 

This latest update to Deadline adds native integration to the AWS Cloud to enable customers to expand 

their render farms – whether it exists on-premise, purely on the cloud, or a hybrid of both – simply and 

securely. 

To ensure that all the appropriate files are available in the cloud, Deadline synchronizes with local asset 

servers and manages the data transfer before rendering begins, tagging accounts and instances for cost 

tracking. With flexible third-party licensing options, Deadline 10 customers can purchase software 

licenses from the Thinkbox Marketplace, deploy existing licenses, or leverage a combination of the two 

to grow render farms elastically from the AWS Cloud. 

Starting today, customers can also purchase by-the-minute render time of Autodesk 3ds Max, Maya, 

Arnold Renderer, and Chaos Group’s V-Ray Renderer. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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TransMagic Announces Non-Manifold Capability to Benefit Manufacturing Companies by Detecting 

& Correcting Non-Manufacturable Conditions Sooner  

29 August 2017  

TransMagic Inc. announces a new feature in their suite of tools for CAD model repair. This new feature 

will detect and correct non-manifold conditions and aids customers to verify manufacturability, thereby 

saving time and money.  

The non-manifold condition typically becomes an issue when 3D CAD models are passed from one 

organization to another. For instance, a tier 2 automotive supplier passes a design to a tier 3 supplier for 

manufacturing. The more complex a part is, the more likely a non-manifold condition will arise. The 

model may appear sound to the tier 2 supplier in the native CAD system, yet when the tier 3 company 

opens the design the non-manifold part could explode into possibly hundreds or thousands of surface 

bodies. The tier 3 is faced with the dilemma to fix it themselves (which could take hours or even days) 

or go back to the tier 2 for a revision. The non-manifold condition can result in lost time for both the tier 

2 and tier 3 suppliers. Also, the tier 2 can lose confidence in their supplier. For this reason, often the tier 

3s will just do the extra work without notifying the tier 2 supplier.  

Some CAD systems will allow a non-manifold part to be created; these systems include CATIA, 

Autodesk Inventor, Creo, and others. With these systems, it is possible for a CAD user to create a part 

that is not manufacturable due to a non-manifold condition. A non-manifold condition can occur 

inadvertently from operations such as Booleans, blending, sweeping, lofting, shelling, etc. The 

nonmanifold condition can easily go undetected. TransMagic's new Non-Manifold Detect & Correct 

capability provides a solution for validating 3D models and when needed, identifying and fixing 

nonmanifold conditions.  

"Non-Manifold Detect & Correct is a quick way to ensure that a part is ready for manufacturing, 

regardless of its complexity," said Craig Dennis, CTO of TransMagic. "Using TransMagic, the process 

is simple. The entire CAD assembly, with all of its parts, can be analyzed with the click of a single 

button. This feature is particularly helpful for vetting models received from external sources. After 

detection and visualization of the problem, TransMagic can automatically correct these conditions with 

another click of a button."  

TransMagic detects, highlights and resolves non-manifold conditions, turning what could have been a 

painful and time-consuming manual process to obtain usable ‘solid' models into a quick and painless 

click of a button. Non-Manifold Detect and Correct is part of the MagicHeal suite of CAD productivity 

tools from TransMagic.   
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